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Some Relevant Experience
• I have been paid for Computer Programming for over 35 years.    My earliest project was a fork of the Forum BBS source code in Turbo Pascal, 

which I called Xiphod (relating to sword-shaped objects).  I had added One-Liners decades before Twitter ☺

• I’ve worked on projects involving desktop applications, mobile applications, embedded applications, microcontrollers, etc.  I’ve used BASIC, 
(Turbo) Pascal, Delphi, Visual Basic, C, C++, Java, C#, and some Python, FORTRAN, and assembler.  I’ve seen COBOL and Ada, but admit that I 
never actually had the opportunity to use them directly.  Much of my career work has been with asynchronous Multi-Sensor Data Fusion in C++.

• My experience is that the apparent complexity of software is primarily due to excessive dependencies.  The re-use of a very nice function can be 
ruined by having dependencies that don’t apply in other places where you want to use said function.

• Example: using multiple-inherence on an enumeration in Java to have it derived from a ComboBox.  On the surface, this seems like an excellent 
idea: any change to the enumeration, and the GUI ComboBox is now automatically populated with the choices in that enumerations.  But this 
immediately now adds a Dependency.   Anything wanting to re-use just that simple enumeration (like an embedded control piece of software 
that wants to respond to those same specific enumeration values), it is now coupled to that concept of needing a ComboBox, and all the 
associated baggage.

• NOTE: This example emphasizes that you don’t want to couple your “business logic” with your GUI logic.  Though, on a 32K RAM machine, you probably don’t 
have a choice.  But in more modern software, that delegation of work gives a lot more flexibility (we can visualize the results of an algorithm in simulation, and 
then also use that same algorithm-core-code in the actual embedded system; if things are done right).

• Some developers just don’t have the experience to realize the ramifications of these dependencies, and how quickly they can “corner” your useful-function 
from ever becoming part of a re-usable library.   And from a software management respect, they don’t see these impacts until too late (short of very careful 
and constant code reviews, which realistically: those don’t happen with eye towards future-integration ramifications)

• NOTE: Which is to say, there is a distinction between Library developers and Application developers.  It changes the mindset of how you code.

• Another example:  error checking, logging.  Often the INTENT of want you want to do in a function is very short, a few lines. But then it is 
surrounded by many lines of error checking and debug-related logging.   Programmers get very used to this, where you see “assert(this)” and 
“Log(that)” around the actual important business logic  of the program.

• YES, there are work-around for each of these examples: #define conditional compilation, for example.  Or stub the ComoBox to have NOP 
implementation to its interfaces.  But even this can become a maintenance headache, as the actual compilation context can become obscured 
(what target macros are supported?).  And in any case, it’s still the case that the core INTENT is still visually obscured by often more code than 
the INTENT itself.



Background…

• BASIC
• Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code
• PRINT, FOR, INPUT, GOTO, PEEK, POKE
• OPERATORS:  +, -, *, /, %, <<, >>
• BASIC certainly was not fast, but it was a “stepping stone” towards helping the masses 

comprehend the potential of software, as it decoupled the details of platform-specific 
OPCODEs.  For the most part, BASIC programs were very portable, providing the original 
“write-once-run-anywhere” solution.

• High-level languages offer that same portability in a more robust scale
• Declarations can be long (e.g. >30 characters) and many of them (not just A$ - Z$, but as 

much as the RAM will allow)
• But to support that robustness, you need a more powerful computer just to run a parser, 

compiler, linker.  BASIC was limited in scope to fit within 2K of RAM, making it ideally suited 
for the early Personal Computers that had 8K – 64K of RAM only.

• How can we avoid the EXCESSIVE-DEPENDENCY problem, while also keeping 
software development focus on the INTENT of what is trying to be solved?



More Rhetoric
• It can be argued that BASIC was horrible and “set the industry” back a number of years.  

I’ve heard the same argument for Java.  A “new language” was not necessary.

• In some regards, this is true, since these development environments distracted from the 
more fundamental potential of what software could do with the available hardware
• i.e. ignoring issues like HEAP, STACK, memory allocation, and overall being efficient with the end-

users time.  i.e. if your program runs slow, fundamentally you’re wasting people’s time just due to 
being inefficient!  In the best case, they take longer coffee breaks, but in the worse case (for 
example) equipment gets damaged as you couldn’t react fast enough to avoid a collision (e.g. 
algorithms for self driving vehicles).

• I’ve seen this first hand where a “sloppy” implementation might take 30 minutes, but just a few 
tweaks and here and there, and the same INTENT can get accomplished in just a few seconds.  
Optimizers help, but they can’t be taken for granted.   This is more especially the case in the 
modern usage of multi-core processors.  

• My opinion is that any software written before ~2015 needs to be completely re-written, since new thinking, 
new algorithms, new approaches are needed for old INTENT to take advantage of the potential of multi-core 
processing.  “Parallel programming” offers a radical new approach to algorithms (“embarrassingly parallel”), 
and it is taking a while for the industry to exercise that potential (3D rendering software comes to mind; pay 
attention to how many cores your application is using – or look at 7-ZIP, why it is only using 1-Core to compress 
my files?  Old Tech, wasting my time – at least I can web-browse while compressing, there’s that at least).    
That said, I recognize the business-perspective that it is not necessarily practical to re-write all your software, 
especially when you’re still making money from it anyway.  



Intention Oriented Programming  IOP

• SCENARIO:  My INTENT is for a simple accounting piece of software, 
to keep track of how much I’ve BILLED vs how much I’ve been PAID.

• How could we express this INTENT in a way that translates into a 
portable cross-platform software?
• IOP and the “new Calculus”

• Let’s get to work, with an example…
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So much to talk about… PART 1
• These two examples offer so much to discuss.  YES – these are simple examples, and existing software solution can easily handle this.  But 

bare with me, please!

• First, at a glance, you can see what resources these functions are associated with: a CLIENTS database, the SCREEN, KEYBOARD. And you 
see none of them use the FILE system.   (so you instantly know that feature isn’t available yet)

• A network port could be another resource.

• Instead of SCREEN, maybe a resource becomes a specific DIALOG so from this same INTENT, whole dialogs can be interacted with

• When you are within your function, there are two flanking boxes of information:

• OPERATIONS is an accounting of how much “stuff” that function is doing.  Yes, there is Big-O notation and cyclomatic complexity. But 
instead, just keep track of the growing number of operations involved to do that function.  This helps quickly observe the “weight” or 
runtime cost of that function.  (could be updated once a minute, etc., and updated relative to the CPU target)

• STACK/STRINGS:  How much is the information processing using a local scratch-pad (the STACK)?  And how much STRING-data is 
induced by this function?  Those aren’t free.  Yes, modern programming has resource-files, to help manage the multi-language 
aspects of strings. These “string boxes” could have flags in the corner to indicate how you want to handle that string in memory, e.g. a 
pure data-array, or imported from a file, or embed in some resource file?

• With this, the environment can also monitor exactly how much stack is being used and who is using the most.  At some point, 
stack usage will become dynamic, and different symbols will be needed to indicate that case (perhaps a spring of some sort, to 
indicate “this data can stretch”)

• Sometimes in a program you want to output to both the SCREEN and a FILE, for logging or debugging purposes.   Again, each OUT
symbol could be annotated with those preferences, without distracting from the primary INTENT of each statement.  And these 
preferences can be “activated” based on build preferences (just like #defines are used now).



So much to talk about… PART 2

• The DATABASE section is another resource.  In the simplest form, a database can just be an array in RAM.  But in IOP  you’ve abstracted the 
INTENT from that detail.   The CLIENT database itself would be instrumented with details on the preference on how the specifics are to be 
handled: maybe you actually do use an SQL database, maybe an XML file, maybe RAM, maybe all of the above (depends if you need the 
data persisted or not).   If you use an SQL database, then it’s a slew of other decisions related to login credentials and all that – that’s 
important, but the code-associated with those details shouldn’t distracted from your overall pure INTENT.

• The SUM symbol is part of what I mean by a “new Calculus”: a Programmer purpose set of symbols, where in this case the SUM 
symbol actually means “INSERT INTO THE DATABASE.”   In traditional code, you have to make a decision:  push_back, map insert?  
Let’s abstract that out, let the DATABASE configuration handle it.  However, depending on that configuration, the impact to this
statement will vary.  The push_back onto a vector can have a lot of performance ramification, for instance (e.g. when doubling a 
reserve).  Plus there are other issues, such as: what’s the database-key index (is it sorted)??  What names are VALID?  Do names need 
to be unique?  The VALID function is an un-shown function that is delegated to handling those decisions.   I can scroll over to that 
function, but for here: I can see my OPERATIONS that whatever VALID does, it has a “cost” of 5, which is added to the cost of my own 
function.    [ specifically, VALID would do things like make sure the name is unique, is not empty, etc)

• NOTE: Another aspect of programming that causes confusion is that there are often 10-different ways to do 
the same thing.  FOR vs WHILE?  Sometimes there are subtle reasons for doing one way or another.  But 
another aspect of IOP is try to narrow down to one way of doing things, and standardizing that.  For 
example, error handling – instead of instrumenting the code with some way of doing error handling, instead 
adopt some overall policy.   This way, how you handle errors and exceptions can be adopted quickly across 
the program as a whole, and not piece meal.   And/or, the IOP “compiler” would generally (hopefully) find 
the “optimal” way to do a thing in the target high level language…



Here’s the kicker…

• In “classic” programming, so far this is all really straightforward stuff

• But in “modern” programming, we have to deal with parallel processing

• Specifically, what if someone else is updating the database at the same time I’m doing my 
report_balances INTENT?

• In situations like this is where programming quickly gets very “ugly”

• Do I mutex block the entire database?  Mutex block individual fields within the data-records of the 
database?

• Traditional code will quickly get obscured with specialized code to handle this, probably in a 
PLATFORM specific way (maybe my OS doesn’t have mutexes, or they’re horrible slow – after all, 
maybe I want to run this code on a low-powered toothbrush, to give a little chime when you’re in 
the GREEN that month)



Here’s the kicker…

• If you place input_balance and report_balances on the same screen, and follow the lines (or colors), you see they use the same resources.

• The SCREEN itself becomes a resource: you can’t REPORT at the same time you’re trying to INPUT (using the same screen)

• You see this in “std::cout” a lot, where different threads “stomp on each other” and you end up with output like “YouERROrR fil INe was 
sDIavSKed.” spewed across the console as the two threads compete for that resource.  

• You also see that the CLIENT database is a shared resource.  Two threads running these functions at the same time may have an issue.

• The first thing is AWARENESS of the issue, and IOP helps visualize that.  But then, what to do about it?

• IOP could “auto-block” the encapsulating resources for that entire function.    By seeing your FIRST and LAST usages, it can know where in 
the function to do this – and it just does it (with etched annotations on where it is doing this).  It can also “FOLLOW-THE-TRAIL” and 
monitor your usage as you call other functions, and help ensure the resource is only blocked ONCE.   Java probably does something like 
this, so it’s not entirely a new concept – but you probably can’t turn it off.

• What if in your actual target, you never call REPORT_BALANCES and INPUT_BALANCE at the same time?

• For most targets (e.g. a web-site), you probably can’t guarantee this – if anyone is allowed to run multiple instances of your executable, 
this is possible.  But if you’re in a very tight embedded systems and you want very optimized code:  again, the CLIENTS database can be 
annotated with the “NEVER-BLOCK” policy.   And IOP can still give you a WARNING about this possibility if things changed in the future,  
but the generated code would be free from the overhead.   But again, it is a detail inside attributes of the code, while not distracting from 
the INTENT logic itself.



Other Neat Things

• Your DECLARATIONS become proper BLOCKs.  So you no longer have to maintain all instances when you 
decide to rename things, or “chase names” as they morphs names across function calls.

• In “report_balance” if you want to rename “i” to “index”, the system KNOWS where the associated usage is at, and it’s 
updated in one place.

• In the database, if you want to change “billed” to “owed” – again, once and done, all the connected code is immediately 
updated (because the BLOCKs are linked, it’s not just the ASCII sequence “billed” as with traditional source code).   Same 
idea on if you want to rename “name” to “accountnumber” – this is an important point:  your declarations are no longer just 
an awkward-to-parse sequence of characters flanked by some whitespace, but they are BLOCKs with attributes (i.e. “your 
bits have bits”)

• And if you DO want custom names in certain regions: fine, another attribute is “alias names” of that same block – but either way, it 
clearly shows that whatever you call it: it’s the same set of bits in memory.

• #includes and imports:  The system will know what you’re using, and will optimize accordingly (no more 
“bloat” from left over includes).  My concept here is that the IOP structures get “generated” into some form 
of traditional high level language.  In that sense, this all becomes a new form of BASIC just like back in the 
day, where the IOP structures become interpreted and you could “run them” in that way.  

• A day may come where IOP could be natively compiled.  But just as high-level languages got compiled into assembly and 
scrutinized for efficiency,  IOP is a “next tier solution” where for awhile we still want to see what kind of traditional high-level 
language it translates into.  It takes awhile to build the system and gain confidence that it is correct and is offering any 
benefit, it’s a phased-development kind of thing.



More Thoughts  (on why this might not work)
• Flowcharts were bad.  This is not that.

• UML was bad.  This is not that.

• Still, the evidence is there that “visual programming” doesn’t work

• Can this approach scale to complex software?

• In the beginning, “high level languages” weren’t feasible, since they required relatively powerful computers.   BASIC “won” due to its initiative and nimbleness, but the fact remain: no 
commercially successful software was developed in BASIC. (yes, there is probably some obscure counter-example, but let’s be realistic…)

• IOP will have a “breaking point” where a program becomes too complex

• Similar to when Visual Studio spends forever updating IntelliSense; parsing C++ is hard

• But, this is not parsing C++.   The “data cubes” and virtual representations are stored in a new format, probably XML.

• At the very least, maybe this is a good “trainer” tool for young developers

• As a means to visualize how your code has impacts on resources.   

• With powerful modern multi-core processors, and a smart implementation, maybe IOP could work…

• I do think IOP could help show that at a certain threshold, your program is no longer “embeddable”, and help evaluate the “energy cost” of your software.   And I do think this system 
could scale to producing efficient microprocessor assembly, but also to desktop applications, but being even more structured to understand the context of the INTENT.

• Also, with virtual reality, we have a better concept now of how to show a “slice” of information on the screen, but to distribute other information in a more “layered” or 3D fashion.   i.e. 
flowcharts and UML failed because they were 2D and required huge plotters when you got to any sizeable project, it just wasn’t practical.  But if the information can be smartly layered, or 
accessed in some 3D visualization fashion (to “bring forward” relevant details when needed), maybe it then becomes a useful mechanism.

• It’ll be all about the execution of the implementation…

• The hallmark of a good development environment is:  THAT development environment is used to build itself.   Delphi was used to build Delphi,   VS is used to build VS, etc.  Could 
IOP build itself?

• I think the real magic here is the concept of “shared peer software development”, as you connect these IOP modules together and have different developers working on portions in 
parallel – and immediately seeing the resource impacts.  To me, that’s an exciting prospect – it throws existing “software metrics” out the window, as managers could “see” the system 
being built and growing.   While I love to sling code and all the complexity of it – that’s a bit selfish and overall we need to do better at facilitating peer-review and peer-development 
(without getting bogged down into reading 100,000’s of lines of code – the visualization may help is “wrap our heads around” what we’re integrating).

• This isn’t going to solve new problems overnight – but it may be an approach worth trying; even if it just helps give younger developers 
insight into these core aspects about programming, and better prepares them for “real development”, that’s a win… In that way, I consider 
it a “21st Century BASIC” reboot.


